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Performance Driven. Effective. Safe. This is the heart of Clean Beauty.

We are here to carve out a new path for beauty by balancing safety with product performance. 
We dare to ask how products are made and choose clean, effective ingredients that work. The 
result? Products you can trust and that make your skin look and feel alive. Because we love 
beautiful product that is created with care on the inside and out, and believe you shouldn’t 
have to compromise on performance, or luxury. 

ILIA BEAUTY

THE NECESSARY EYESHADOW PALETTE NEW

COOL NUDE

WARM NUDE

ES-SIX-01

ES-SIX-02

Our 6 pan, talc-free and cleanly formulated powder 
eyeshadow palettes have a buttery texture that allows for 
a smooth application. These buildable formulas are highly 
pigmented and provide easy blendability, with little fall out. 
Each of our palettes comes with an assortment of matte, 
satin and metallic finishes to achieve any look from day to 
night. This slimline component is conveniently sized with a 
large mirror for application no matter where you are. 

$38

$38



CLEAN LINE GEL LINER NEW

CLEAN LINE LIQUID LINER NEW

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
Black

DUSK
Dark Brown

TWILIGHT
Black

CLLE-01

CLGL-02CLGL-01

Our cleanly formulated (carbon black free) soft tip gel eyeliner 
glides effortlessly on the lids and allows you to blend out 
easily before setting. Once set, it stays put. Saturated and 
water resistant, this formula has the precision of a gel with 
the ease of a pencil. 

Our first ever incredibly fine and flexible felt-tip applicator 
glides over your lash line with ease, giving you lasting 
definition. This classic black is not only cleanly formulated 
(carbon black free), but gives you the versatility to create a 
daytime, barely-there tight line or a bolder special occasion 
statement line. Our quick-dry precision liner stays put 
without running or feathering. 

$28

$26$26
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TRUE SKIN RADIANT PRIMING SERUM

A clean, silicone-free priming serum that helps naturally fill, firm and soothe 
skin. A radiant, soft-to-the-touch surface preps skin for long-lasting and 
seamless makeup application.

Bridging the gap between makeup and skincare, ILIA’s True Skin Radiant 
Priming Serum does more than create a perfect base for makeup 
application. Utilizing ingredients like hibiscus extract, aloe and beta-glucan, 
this silicone-free primer helps to firm, moisturize and soothe skin, while 
protecting it from harmful environmental factors that cause aging. Upon 
application, the serum has a tightening effect that diminishes the look of 
pores and fine lines, while improving skin texture on dry down for a silky 
and soft-to-the-touch feel. Skin is left with a radiant glow and prepped for 
effortless makeup application that lasts.

LIGHT IT UP
Subtle gold glow

PS-01

CUCUMBER WATER STICK

A unique solid toner that delivers an immediate boost 
of cooling hydration to revitalize and prep the skin 
Invisible and unscented, this extract-rich formula 
contains cucumber pulp extract to instantly cool and 
de-puff , while aloe extract boosts hydration and 
improves radiance. Chicory root extract delivers anti-
inflammatory properties to help promote collagen 
production and improve your skin’s texture.

SC-01 $42

$52
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TRUE SKIN SERUM CONCEALER

A cleanly formulated silky, lightweight, medium coverage serum 
concealer with skincare benefits.   

This lightweight, creamy concealer delivers medium coverage with a silky, 
serum-like texture that blends seamlessly into the skin. Enriched with 
stabilized vitamin C and albizia julibrissin bark extract, True Skin Serum 
Concealer protects the skin from free radicals and environmental damage 
while helping to firm, soothe and nourish the skin’s surface. Mastic, a 
resin from a tree that grows on the Greek island of Chios, works to mattify 
and refine skin throughout the day. Featherweight on application, it 
immediately reduces the appearance of dark circles and discolorations, 
leaving skin slightly brightened and flawless.

Available in 12 shades. 

CHICORY SC1ARROWROOT SC.5 SUMA SC1.5

LOTUS SC2.5 KAVA SC3

TSSC-01TSSC-0.5 TSSC-1.5

TSSC-2.5 TSSC-03

Light with neutral 
warm undertones

Fair with neutral 
warm undertones

Light with peachy 
neutral undertones

Light medium with 
peachy neutral 
undertones

Medium with golden 
undertones

YUCCA SC2

TSSC-02

Light medium 
with neutral warm 
undertones

$30

$30

$30

$30

$30

$30
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TRUE SKIN SERUM CONCEALER

BAYBERRY SC5

BIRCH SC7 CASSIA SC8 CACAO SC9

TSSC-05

TSSC-07 TSSC-08 TSSC-09

Medium dark with 
cool undertones

Dark with warm 
golden undertones

Dark with red golden 
undertones

Deep with neutral 
red undertones

NUTMEG SC4 MESQUITE SC6

TSSC-04 TSSC-06

Medium dark with 
neutral undertones

Medium dark with 
warm golden 
undertones

$30

$30 $30 $30

$30 $30
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MALLORCA SF1.5

SABLE SF.5 

TEXEL SF3 CORSICA SF3.5

SF-01.5

SF-00.5

SF-03 SF-03.5

Fair to light with 
neutral undertones

Fair with neutral 
warm undertones

Light with neutral 
cool undertones

Light medium with 
golden undertones

TAVARUA SF2

FORMENTERA SF1

SF-02

SF-01

Light with neutral 
undertones

Fair with cool 
undertones

True Skin Serum Foundation is a complexion-perfecting, serum-infused 
foundation that’s equal parts skincare and color correction.   

Weightlessly delivers buildable medium coverage with a silky finish, while 
nourishing with a powerful blend of botanical actives that leaves skin looking like 
skin. Aloe leaf, rose hip, jojoba and marula oils soothe irritations tame redness, 
plump fine lines, and ensure the formula effortlessly melts into skin for a more 
even, luminous appearance. Blurs imperfections and minimizes pores for a 
complexion that looks refined and refreshed. 

Available in 18 shades ranging from fair to deep.

TRUE SKIN SERUM FOUNDATION

$54

$54

$54 $54

$54

$54
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CATALINA SF7

BOWEN SF4

BEDARRA SF8.5

CHIOS SF6

BONAIRE SF9.5

MARTINIQUE SF11 KAPITI SF12 MACQUARIE SF13

SF-07

SF-04

SF-08.5

SF-06

SF-09.5

SF-11 SF-12 SF-13

Medium with warm 
golden undertones

Light medium 
with warm peach 
undertones

Medium with golden 
undertones

Medium with neutral 
undertones

Medium dark with 
warm golden 
undertones

Dark with neutral 
warm undertones

Dark with neutral red 
undertones

Deep with neutral 
undertones

MILOS SF8

SALINA SF5

MARACA SF9 MONTSERRAT SF10

SF-08

SF-05

SF-09 SF-10

Medium with neutral 
cool undertones

Light medium 
with neutral warm 
undertones

Medium dark with 
neutral warm 
undertones

Medium dark 
with red golden 
undertones

TRUE SKIN SERUM FOUNDATION

$54

$54

$54

$54

$54

$54 $54 $54

$54

$54

$54 $54
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A semi-matte formula with soothing botanicals to help calm and revitalize the 
skin. Aloe Vera aids in long-lasting hydration with White Tea and Rosemary 
Extract to combat free radicals. 

Seal in moisture with Sodium Hyaluronate to promote skin micro-circulation 
beneath the surface resulting in a smooth and all-around fuller appearance.

SHEER VIVID TINTED MOISTURIZER SPF 20

Developed for the fairest of skin 
with its name originating from 
the white sandy beaches of Los 
Roques, part of an archipelago of 
350 islands off the coast  
of Venezuela.

A great shade for those who 
consider themselves fair, but 
perhaps not the fairest. Belle 
Mare is a breath taking beach 
with white sand found on  
Mauritius island. 

Those with fair skin in the winter 
that can tan easily in the summer 
to a golden hue will enjoy the 
versatility of this shade whose 
name hails from the beautiful 
beaches of Hawaii.

Best suited for those with strong 
olive undertones that can warm 
to a caramel hue when tanned. 
The beach of Ramla Bay is known 
for its unique golden-reddish 
sand and is located on Gozo, an 
island of Malta.

This tan shade works well for 
those with rich, deep undertones. 
Lovina at one time was a secret 
beach on the northwestern coast 
of Bali which meaning stands in 
“Love” and “Mother” (ina), or more 
symbolically “Love Mother Earth”.

A dark hue for deep complexions 
with neutral undertones. The 
dramatic richness of the sands on 
Muriwai are filled with sediments 
of iron hailing from the ancient 
volcanoes in the area of Northern 
New Zealand.

LOS ROQUES T1 BELLE MARE T2

HANALEI T3 RAMLA BAY T4

LOVINA T5 MURIWAI T6

TM-01 TM-02

TM-03 TM-04

TM-05 TM-06

$42 $42

$42 $42

$42 $42
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RADIANT TRANSLUCENT POWDER SPF 20

Moondance returns with new and improved 
packaging for powder that flows seamlessly. 
With natural sun protection and a hint of 
luminosity, it’s well-loved as a convenient way 
to reset makeup and reapply SPF throughout 
the hot summer days.

MOONDANCE
Finishing Powder SPF 20

TP-SPF-01

FLOW-THROUGH SOFT FOCUS FINISHING POWDER

A light universal finishing powder packaged in 
a refillable Flow-Through brush component. 
The translucent base is a blend of organic 
powder and oils, including Aloe Leaf Extract 
full of minerals and vitamins, to help keep skin 
looking soft and supple. 

FADE INTO YOU
Translucent Loose Powder with Brush

TP-01

* Previously ‘Translucent Powder’. Name change will be reflected on packaging in the next production run.

SOFT FOCUS FINISHING POWDER

A follow-up to our popular lightweight 
Translucent Powder in its portable flow- 
through component brush, we created a 
new full-size powder pot with a dial sifter to 
provide more application control and keep 
spills to a minimum.

FADE INTO YOU
Translucent Loose Powder

TP-JAR-01 $34

$34

$34
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RADIANT TRANSLUCENT POWDER SPF 20

A follow up to our popular lightweight radiant translucent 
powder, now with a tint of color. 

ILIA’s radiant translucent powder offers all the same benefits 
and adds natural SPF 20 protection with a hint of luminosity. 
Created with a blend of organic talc-free powders, oils and 
extracts of aloe, rosemary leaf, thyme, and hibiscus flower, 
the formulation does double duty in nourishing the skin while 
protecting from UVA and UVB rays. Ultra-fine pearl pigments 
leave a radiant finish that can easily be reapplied as needed 
throughout the day. 

Available in 2 new shades for summer.

With natural sun protection and 
a hint of color, it’s well-loved as a 
convenient way to reset makeup 
and reapply SPF throughout the 
hot summer days. Great for light 
to medium skin tones.

With natural sun protection and 
a hint of color, it’s well-loved as a 
convenient way to reset makeup 
and reapply SPF throughout 
the hot summer days. Great for 
medium to dark skin tones.

MAGIC SANDS
Light to medium with SPF 20

WAIKIKI RUN
Medium to dark with SPF 20

TP-SPF-JAR-01 TP-SPF-JAR-02$34 $34
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COLOR HAZE MULTI-MATTE PIGMENT

A unique, cleanly formulated cream based formula for cheeks and lip that can 
build in color intensity, or blend out to a soft wash of color. Dries down to a 
natural matte finish on lips.

Color Haze is multi-functional as a product and revolutionary in the clean color 
category. The soft, whipped formula is lightweight with a serum like texture that 
nourishes the skin. Choose your level of color payoff by dialing up the intensity 
with a few bold swipes or blend out for a soft haze of color. It’s unique metal 
applicator allows for precise application and play before transforming into a soft, 
natural finish.

Available in 5 shades.

WAKING UP

TEMPTATION

BEFORE TODAY

CH-02

CH-03

CH-05

Warm nude

Coral pink

Dusty mauve

STUTTER

SING

CH-01

CH-04

Burnt orange

Deep berry

$32

$32

$32

$32

$32
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LIQUID LIGHT SERUM HIGHLIGHTER

A clean, gel-based liquid illuminator that provides a dewy, luminous glow 
with skincare and anti-pollution benefits.

Light and fresh, Liquid Light is a unique gel based formula that illuminates, 
and gives a natural dewy finish to the skin. Cleanly formulated with a 
blend of organic and natural botanicals, the serum-like consistency melts 
into skin and provides a boost of freshness on contact with a soft wash of 
metallic glow. Marine actives help protect against UV light and pollution. 
This multi-tasking highlighter can be blended with your favorite complexion 
product for a boost of radiance, or to illuminate the high points of the face 
where you naturally catch the light.

Available in 3 shades. 

LL-01

LL-03

LL-02

ATOMIC
Pink pearl

NOVA
Soft gold

ASTRID
Rose gold

$42

$42

$42
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Packed with punch, this bright 
tangerine shade was a happy 
accident. I Put A Spell On You 
looks fabulous on warm toned 
skin, and will accent peachy 
undertones for a healthy look. 

Soft and demure, Tenderly 
carries light pink as a base with 
a touch of blue undertones. The 
simple, innocent shade will work 
wonders for those seeking to 
look freshly blushed.

Dive into a very berry shade that 
instantly brightens cheeks and 
lips. A great go to hue for those 
seeking a little extra kick of color. 

Warm, brown hues with a touch 
of peach collide together for 
this ultimate flush of color that 
flatters most skin tones. 

A warm watermelon hue perfect 
for just about any skin tone. All 
Of Me embraces functionality 
as a base and pairs great when 
blended with Sway Bronzer.

In search of sienna red, this 
particular Multi-Stick was inspired 
by the colors of Tuscany. Rich and 
warm in color, Cheek To Cheek is 
a great all in one that particularly 
complements olive and darker 
skin tones.

A muted, dusty rose that blends 
out to the softest hint of a blush. 
At Last will work on most skin 
tones for an understated and 
naturally fresh look.  

A universally balanced neutral 
blush, with brown-pink 
undertones that warms on 
contact with the skin. 

I PUT A SPELL ON YOU
Hot Tangerine

TENDERLY
Washed Pink

A FINE ROMANCE
Berry

DREAMER
Warm Nude

ALL OF ME
Warm Watermelon

CHEEK TO CHEEK
Saturated Sienna

AT LAST
Dusty Rose

LADY BIRD
Neutral Rose

MS-02

MS-04

MS-06

MS-08

MS-01

MS-03

MS-05

MS-07

MULTI-STICK

$34

$34

$34

$34

$34

$34

$34

$34
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The secret to younger looking 
skin is all in the Illuminators. 
Polka Dots & Moonbeams works 
as a subtle highlighter, adding 
dimension and vitality to the skin.

Add a sun kissed glow to your 
skin naturally. Sway doubles as 
a beautiful cream shadow to 
illuminate the eyelids and contour 
the face. 

A soft rose gold that brings fresh 
vitality to the skin that is fresh 
and dewy, never glittery.

Warm up your skin with the 
golden hues of this health 
enhancing shade. Similar to Polka 
Dots & Moonbeams, Cosmic 
Dancer can be used to highlight 
the dimensions of the face and 
bring a natural, non-glittery glow 
to your skin. 

The name evokes the color, warm 
copper tones that can be blended 
with other Multi-Sticks for 
warmth or used on it’s to soften 
contour and define. 

POLKA DOTS  
& MOONBEAMS
Pearl

SWAY
Bronze

STELLA BY STARLIGHT
Rose Gold

COSMIC DANCER
Gold

SUMMERTIME
Bronze - warm red undertone

IL-01 IL-02

IL-04IL-03

IL-05

ILLUMINATOR

$34

$34

$34

$34

$34
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LIMITLESS LASH MASCARA

A buildable & flake-free 100% natural mascara that lifts, 
lengthens, and curls for more voluminous lashes. Easily 
buildable, limitless lash mascara’s formula lets you decide the 
intensity. One coat lifts and extends while two coats gives you a 
voluminous look that stays put. 

Our lightweight and nourishing formula is fortified with 
organic bee and carnauba waxes that weightlessly condition 
your lashes. A dual-sided brush allows you to define, lift and 
separate lashes with precision. Gentle enough for sensitive 
eyes, Limitless Lash Mascara is complete with organic shea 
butter and fortifying Arginine (Keratin) to enhance, nourish and 
boost lash condition for a look that is naturally chic in a classic 
black finish. 

LM-01

AFTER MIDNIGHT
Soft Black

$28
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ESSENTIAL BROW 
NATURAL VOLUMIZING BROW GEL

Thicken, fills and sculpts brows into place with a soft natural finish.   

A buildable, tinted brow gel that offers soft, flexible hold for a look 
that is undeniably natural. A blend of clean ingredients and organic 
botanics conditions brows with a light, creamy formula that doesn’t 
stiffen or flake. The small bristles on the brush easily groom brows 
into place with ease and control for a look that lasts all day.  

Available in 3 shades.

Vegan. Gluten free. Cruelty free.

BLONDE MEDIUM BROWN DARK BROWN

NATURAL BRIGHTENING EYE PRIMER

Creates a blank canvas to keep cream and powder 
eyeshadow looking bold and crease-free all day. With 
a subtle white shimmer, the unique combination of 
natural mineral pigments brighten the eyes and absorb 
excess oils to help enrich color and lock shadows 
in place. Antioxidants such as Aloe, and Rose Hip 
regenerate while Arnica helps to depuff.

ON & ON

EP-01

EB-01      $26 EB-02      $26 EB-03      $26

$24
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COLOR BLOCK HIGH IMPACT LIPSTICK

Clean color, high pigment, and performance driven.   

Introducing a clean lipstick formula that is crafted by hand. Customized pigments milled in organic castor seed oil offers 
four times more pigment than any lipstick we’ve ever made. A sensorial blend of mango seed butter, rich in vitamin A and 
C, keeps lips plump and soft. Smoothing sunflower seed wax seals in moisture. Apricot oil, rich in oleic acid and vitamin E, 
boosts elasticity and hydration. Just one swipe provides full coverage that locks in place for an unparalleled performance. 
A balanced mix of classic shades including soft nudes, bold reds, and classic berries offers a solid block of color with even 
textures and smooth, creamy finishes. Lips are left feeling supple and cared for even after several hours of wear. Elegantly 
packaged in ILIA’s signature lipstick case.

Available in 15 shades. 

Vegan. Gluten free. Cruelty free. 

AMBERLIGHT
French Nude

MARSALA
Neutral Brown

ROSETTE
Soft Pink

CINNABAR
Muted Brick

CBLS-01

CBLS-03

CBLS-02

CBLS-04

WILD ASTER
Berry Brown

ROCOCCO
Petal Pink

CBLS-05 CBLS-06

$28

$28

$28

$28

$28 $28
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COLOR BLOCK HIGH IMPACT LIPSTICK

GRENADINE
Soft Coral Red

RUMBA
Classic Oxblood

KNOCKOUT
Bold Magenta

TANGO
Deep Red

FLAME
Fire Red

ULTRA VIOLET
Violet

CBLS-07

CBLS-13

CBLS-11

CBLS-08 CBLS-09

CBLS-10

CBLS-14

CBLS-12

CBLS-15

WILD ROSE
Ultimate Mauve

TRUE RED
Real Red

ROSEWOOD
Soft Oxblood

$28

$28

$28

$28 $28

$28

$28

$28

$28
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A muted shade of pink, and a top 
seller. Blossom Lady’s soft tones 
contain an innocence that all of 
us can relate to at one time or 
another in our lives.

Add a soft, bright pop of color 
to the lips with Shell Shock! This 
warm weather favorite is a great 
introductory shade to those who 
may shy away from our bolder 
brights. Pairs beautifully when 
layered with Dizzy. 

Arabian Knights offers a fantasy 
of mystery and seduction. 
The deep tones of violet and 
burgundy melt together forming 
a beautiful berry stain. An ideal 
shade, easily carried from day  
to night.

A perfect, sheer nude suited to 
any occasion. Nobody’s Baby 
reflects a subtle need for quiet 
independence and the ability to 
move through any situation with 
ease and grace.

Looking to work your way towards 
a full red lip? Bang Bang is the 
stepping-stone to take you there. 
It’s our best selling red!

BLOSSOM LADY
Soft Pink

SHELL SHOCK
Coral

ARABIAN KNIGHTS
Berry

NOBODY’S BABY
Nude

BANG BANG
Red

TLC-02

TLC-04

TLC-06

TLC-01

TLC-05

TINTED LIP CONDITIONER

A vibrant red shade indeed.  
It’s the perfect kick to liven any 
look. This red hue has long wear 
and will leave a beautiful stain in 
its place.

CRIMSON & CLOVER
Bright Red

TLC-07

$28

$28

$28

$28

$28

$28
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The name beckons to a place 
we are all familiar with, even if 
through our dreams. A warmer 
pink and coral mixed together 
and served straight up with a 
boost of extra color on  
first application.

Your wish is our command. 
An updated take on Nobody’s 
Baby, highlighted with a hint of 
bronze. These Days is a perfect 
complement when mixed with 
Neon Angel and other brights. 
It will bring out mid-tones and 
neutralize stronger shades. 

The name Jump suits this 
shade’s bright pop of magenta, 
mixed with hints of electric, 
blue undertones. The intensity 
of the color can be layered to a 
bold hue.

Calling all Madam Mina fans! 
Our most sought after shade 
is back in our Tinted Lip 
Conditioner formula. 

A warm nude, with a hint of 
your lip color but better. 

A soft, universal cranberry hue, 
that gives your lips that perfect 
just bitten look.

Not to blue, not too pink, Little 
Sister is a balanced hue that 
will become your daily go to. 

IN PARADISE
Pink Melon

THESE DAYS
Nude Shimmer

JUMP
Blue Fuchsia

FOREVER
Mauve

O BABY
Warm Nude

EUROPA
Cranberry

LITTLE SISTER
Neutral Pink

TLC-08 TLC-09

TLC-12 TLC-15

TLC-17TLC-16

TLC-18

$28 $28

$28 $28

$28$28

$28
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Nourish your lips naturally with 
Balmy Nights. Combines organic 
ingredients and volcanic stone 
powder to exfoliate the lips. 
Follow with Lip Conditioner Balmy 
Days to rejuvenate and repair.

An everyday balm that combines 
organic ingredients to soothe  
and condition the lips. Perfect 
follow up to ILIA Lip Exfoliator, 
Balmy Nights.

BALMY NIGHTS
Lip Exfoliator

BALMY DAYS
Lip Conditioner

LC-02LC-01

LIP CARE

$26$26
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Another pink falls on the cool side 
of the fence. Blue undertones 
delicately weave their way 
through this truly classic shade.

Primary red at its finest. Your 
heart may just skip a beat.

A gold glimmer, a slight shimmer.

“Go ask Alice, I think she’ll know.”

Sublime and subtle with just 
a Peek-A-Boo of soft color. Its 
understated elegance at its best.   

Peach perfect! Soft, warm hues 
blend together resulting in a 
universally flattering shade. 

A follow up to Arabian Knights; 
Gypsy channels warm, saffron 
tones, and has been known to 
have a mistress by the name of 
Iko Iko...

LOVE BUZZ
Cool Pink

HEARTBEAT
Red

WHITE RABBIT
Gold

PEEK-A-BOO
Nude

THE BUTTERFLY & I
Peach

GYPSY
Oxblood

LG-02

LG-04

LG-06

LG-01

LG-03

LG-05

LIP GLOSS

$24

$24

$24

$24

$24

$24
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To aid in setting 
complexion products 
faster, this game-
changing brush has 
densely packed bristles 
to buff product into 
the skin, blending the 
formula instantly for a 
flawless finish. It is also 
a great complement 
to our Multi-Sticks to 
blend color, bronzer and 
highlighters across the 
cheeks for a natural, 
even look.

This brush design boasts 
an angled dome shape 
which helps push the 
powder gently into the 
skin. The soft bristles 
are made of high grade 
synthetic Taklon, which 
are cruelty free and easy 
to clean. 

With a cap to ease 
application on the 
go, this lip brush has 
a defined tip to help 
outline the more difficult 
inner corners of the 
mouth. The aluminum 
cap can be attached to 
the base of the brush 
extending the handle 
length for a more 
controlled application.

PERFECTING 
BUFF BRUSH

FINISHING 
POWDER BRUSH

DEFINING LIP 
BRUSH

MB-04 MB-05MB-03

BRUSHES

Excellent for applying and 
blending concealer under eyes 
and other delicate areas of the 
face. The soft bristles are made 
of high grade synthetic Taklon, 
which are cruelty free and easy 
to clean. 

Small and compact, our True 
Skin Complexion Brush easily 
applies product to all the hard to 
reach places. The domed angle 
of the bristles make buffing the 
product into the skin seamless. 
The soft bristles are made of high 
grade synthetic Taklon, which are 
cruelty free and easy to clean. 

CONCEALER BRUSHTRUE SKIN  
COMPLEXION BRUSH

MB-02MB-08

$44 $44$28

$30$44
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DISPLAYS
This beautifully designed, multi-tiered landscape display mixes white 
and semi-opaque acrylic for both beautiful form and function. 

DIMENSIONS 
25.47” W x 13.5” D x 16” H

DEPARTMENT STORE DISPLAY
122 Pieces

FALL 19 PLATE PRE-PACK
To be used on existing department store displays. Set 
includes updated plate for the Fall 2019 launch. All new 
DU-FULL-03 ship with updated Fall 2019 plate. 

DU-FULL-03 DU-PLATE-FALL19$250
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DISPLAYS

DIMENSIONS 
14.25” W x 16.5” D x 14” H

BOUTIQUE DISPLAY  
52 Pieces

DU-BOUTIQUE-03 $60$60
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ILIABEAUTY.COM
info@il iabeauty.com

#ILIAbeauty
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